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INTRODUCTION 
For modules over the group ring B[T] of a finite group r, over a com- 
mutative ring B with unit, I prove in Section 1 that B[T] projectivity can 
be decided on abelian subquotients. Hence any invariant of B modules over 
an abelian group ring which measures deviation from projectivity gives for 
any B[T]-module a family of such invariants, one for each abelian 
subquotient of r. 
When B = 0 is a Dedekind domain, in the case r abelian, I use results 
of Friihlich [F] to associate with each O[T]-lattice M spanning a free 
K[T]-module an ideal measuring the deviation of M from 0 [r]-projec- 
tivity. Details are given in Section 2. In Section 3 I describe briefly some 
representation rings associated with ZY One is the ring of monomial 
representations of r. An adhoc description is given in [De]. I show that 
it is essentially the Grothendieck group of a category of monomial 
representations as defined by Dress CD]. Another special case is the 
Burnside ring-the Grothendieck group of the category of permutation 
representations. Details are given in Appendix Section 1. Second, I describe 
the ring of abelian subquotients of r. Further details are given in Appendix 
Section 2. I use only the additive structure of these rings. Some relations 
between these rings are given in Section 3. Their proofs are deferred until 
Section 8, where they are proved together with other results involing these 
rings as needed in the final sections. 
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In Section 4 I use the results of Section 2 to associate with each O[r]- 
lattice A4 spanning a free K[T]-module a homomorphism b(M), the defect 
map, from the ring of abelian subquotients of r to fractional ideals. I show 
that this map is trivial and thus A4 is O[f]-projective if and only if it 
factors via the ring of vritual representations of ZY 
Section 5 introduces those O[r]-lattices M that I wish to investigate. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 show that I may-impose a restriction on 
O[T]-lattice structure, generalizing O[r]-projectivity, if I insist that the 
defect map b(M), or some power of it, factor via the ring of monomial 
representations of f. Here I introduce the notion of the K-monomial fac- 
torization of a power of b(M). I insist that this power factors via a certain 
Galois equivariant homomorphism from the ring of monomial representa- 
tions to the group of fractional ideals of the algebraic closure of K. In all 
this I am motivated by arithmetic examples. Let K be an algebraic number 
field and 0 its ring of algebraic integers. Let N be a number field, Galois, 
with Galois group f, over an extension L of K. Then O,, the ring of 
algebraic integers in N, is an O[T]-lattice spanning N which by the normal 
basis theorem is a free K[T]-module. Thus the homomorphism &(O,) is 
well defined. In a subsequent publication [Nl] I will exhibit a K-monomial 
factorization of &(0,)2, and in the case K= Q, even of G(O,), in terms of 
arithmetic invariants. Thus a major general restriction is imposed on the 
Galois-module structure of rings of algebraic integers. 
The notion of K-monomial factorization of the defect map has excellent 
functorial properties with respect to localization, completion, extension, 
and restriction of base domain and, most importantly, with respect to 
change of group. These are detailed in Section 6. Most of these properties 
were suggested by arithmetic examples. Some follow directly from the 
simple properties of the invariant used to define the defect map but for the 
others there is no easy proof directly in terms of the defect homomorphism. 
However, in Section 7 I give an equivalent description of those O[r]- 
lattices A4 for which the defect map &(M) is K-monomial factorizable. I first 
define for any projective O[T]-lattice P, spanning the same K[T]-module 
as A4, a homomorphism from the Burnside ring of r to the fractional ideals 
of 0. This lifts to a homomorphism d(M, P) from the ring of abelian 
subquotients to fractional ideals and I prove that b(M) is K-monomial 
factorizable if and only if d(M, P) is so factorizable. The functorial 
properties of the 8 invariant now follow easily from natural properties of 
the d(-, P) invariant. 
In Section 9 I deal in more detail with the seminal case r-abelian. In this 
case I define a homomorphism b(M) from the Burnside ring of I- to 
fractional ideals which is trivial exactly when M is O[r]-projective. I had 
defined such a homomorphism earlier and, motivated by arithmetic exam- 
ples, I had considered those O[T]-lattices A4 for which b(M) factors via 
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certain Galois equivariant homomorphisms from the ring of virtual charac- 
ters of r to fractional ideals in the algebraic closure of 0. For general r 
and O[ZJ-lattices M, if b(M) is K-monomially factorizable, then maps b, 
one defined for each abelian subquotient of f, are factorizable as above. 
The definition of b(M) and the notion of K-monomial factorization arose 
as an attempt to give a compact description of the latter occurrence. The 
converse of the above result is, however, false unless r is abelian. In the 
abelian case, though, we have a strong converse: 4(M) is K-monomially 
factorizable if (and only if) the single homomorphism b(M) has the 
analogous factorization via virtual characters. By analyzing more closely 
O[T]-lattice structure in the case r abelian, I show that calculations and 
the question of the factorizability of the 8 invariant in the case r abelian 
can be reduced to the case of modules over abelian p-groups. At the same 
time I show that in the case r abelian, 8(M) is K-monomially factorizable 
if and only if it is monomially factorizable. 
Section 10 deals with examples. Besides showing how relevant calcula- 
tions can be carried out, they show that K-monomial factorization of the 
defect is, except for certain meta-cyclic groups, a strong restriction on 
0 [ r]-lattice structure, genuinely weaker than projectivity. Besides some 
abelian examples, we define two related families of O[r]-lattices defined 
for any finite group I-. For the first, a generalization of projective Swan- 
modules, the defect map is always K-monomially factorizable. For the 
second, the dual of the first, for non-cyclic r, there are O[r]-lattices in the 
family whose defect map is not K-monomially factorizable. In general, such 
a lattice has its defect map K-monomially factorizable if and only if it is in 
fact O[r]-projective and its defect map is trivial. 
1. PROJECTIVITY AND ABELIAN SUBQUOTIENTS 
r will denote a finite group. Irl denotes its cardinality. Group actions 
will always be from the right unless stated otherwise. An abelian sub- 
quotient A/Z of r is a pair of subgroups C and A of r, with Z a normal 
subgroup of A such that A/Z is abelian. Let B be a commutative ring with 
a unit. If V is a module over the group ring B[T] then VZ, the fixed points 
under 2, is naturally a B[A/C]-module. 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) V is B[T] projective 
(ii) Vz is B[A/C]-projective for each abelian subquotient A/C of r. 
(iii) Vz is B[A/Z]-proj ective for each cyclic subquotient A/C of r. 
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Proof: The implications (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii) follow 
immediately from the remarks below. The converse and related results are 
then proved. 1 
Let or = Cre r y. For A a subgroup of r let {t } be a left transversal of 
T/A. Then B[T] is free as B[A]-module with B[A]-basis {r}. B[r]” is 
free as B-module with basis {ro,}. Moreover, if A is a normal subgroup 
of r, B[r]” is naturally a B[T/A]-module isomorphic to B[T/A] as a 
B[T/A]-module. An isomorphism is given on B-bases by rwd H zA. If Irl 
is invertible in B, set e, = Irl~~ ’ or. Then e, is a primitive idempotent of 
B[r] and Vr= Ve, for B[T]-modules V. If A is a normal subgroup of r 
and IAl is invertible in B, then we can and do identify B[T/A] with the B 
subalgebra B[r] ed of B[r] by setting TA = red. Generally we have that 
B[r]” is free as B[A/Z]-module for all abelian subquotients A/C of r. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Assume r is a p-group and A is a normal subgroup. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) V is B[T]-projectived 
(ii) Vd is B[T/A]-projective and V is B[A]-projective. 
Using the remarks following Theorem 1 it remains only to prove the 
implication (ii) implies (i). For this we establish the following Tate- 
cohomological result, in which H is the Tate-cohomology functor taking 
values in Z-graded abelian groups [CF]. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. For r a p-group the following are equivalent: 
(i) V is B[T]-projective, 
(ii) Z?(r, V) = 0, and both V and H,,(I’, V) g @(r, V) are B-projec- 
tive. 
We first prove a couple of lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. If A d r and n = [r: A] is invertible in B, V is B[r]-projec- 
tive if it is B[A] projective. 
Proof It suffices to show V is B-projective and 1 ye End,( V) a,-. 
Because V is B[A]-projective V is B projective and uod = 1 ,, for some 
uEEnds(V). We have nP’uEEnd,(V) and (n~‘u)o,=n~‘~,uw,z= 
n1 C, l’,=nPIC, l,= 1,. 1 
LEMMA 2. For r a p-group and pB=O, V is B[r]-free if H,(I’, V)=O 
and H,,(T’, V) is B free. 
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Proof: This is an immediate generalization of Lemma 2 in [CF, 
Chap. IV, Section 91 proved for B = Z/pZ, where the condition H&T, V) 
B-free is automatically satisfied. 1 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. (i) =z= (ii) is standard. 
(ii) =z. (iii). By adding an induced projective module WOe B[r], using 
a suitable B-projective module W, we can reduce to the case H,(T, V) E 
p(r, V) B-free. It s&ices to prove V/pV is (B/pB)[T]-free. Then V/mV 
is (B/mB)[I’]-free for all maximal ideals m above p, while at other 
maximal ideals, V/m V is automatically (B/mB) [ r]-projective by Lemma 1 
with A = 1. We then would have V, is B,[T]-projective for all maximal 
ideals m of B and hence V is B[T]-projective, cf. [SW]. 
To prove V/p V is (B/pB)[I’]-free consider the exact sequence: 
o-4 VP’ v-+ v/pv-+ 0. 
The corresponding long exact sequence of Tate cohomology yields 
fiq + ‘(r, V) = 0 for all q E Z. In particular, H,(T, V/pV) = 0 and the long 
exact sequence of homology contains the exact sequence: 
0 + H,(T, V) 1; H,(T, V) + H,(T, V/pV) + 0. 
X= H,(T, V) is B-free by assumption. Thus H,(I’, V/p?‘) z X/pX is B/pB- 
free. The conditions of Lemma 2 are both satisfied. We conclude V/pV is 
(B/pB)[r]-free as desired. 1 
Proof of (ii)*(i) in Proposition 1.1. The projectivity assumptions 
imply Z?(T, V) = I?(T/A, V“) = 0. Using the restriction-inflation sequence 
and dimension shifting, cf. [CF, IV, Section 51, H(A, V) = 0 implies 
A(r, V)gfi(T/A, V”)=O. V is B-projective, since V is B[A]-projective. 
@(A, V) = Vd is B[T/A ]-projective. Therefore, Vr = ( V”)T’” is B-projec- 
tive. Hence by Proposition 1.2, V is B[T]-projective. i 
Proof of (iii) a(i) in Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we may 
assume B is localized at a maximal ideal m. Let k = B/mB. If the charac- 
teristic of k is 0, V is B[T]-projective, because taking A = C = 1 we find it 
is B-projective. If the characteristic of k is p we reduce by Lemma 1 with 
A = r, to the case r a p-group. p-groups are soluble and so repeated 
applications of Proposition 1 proves the result for them. 1 
2. THE DEFECT IDEAL FOR O[r]-LATTICES 
Let 0 be a Dedekind domain, not equal to its quotient field K. We 
assume K to have characteristic zero. An O-lattice X is a finitely generated 
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O-module spanning a K-space which we can and do identify with X0, K. 
An O[IJ-lattice is an O[T]-module which is an O-lattice. Hence the 
K-space it spans carries the structure of a K[r]-module. Unless the contrary 
is stated, A4 will denote an O[T]-lattice spanning a free K[I’]-module. 
Let subscript p denote localization and subscript fi completion at a prime 
p of 0. Let X be an O[T]-lattice spanning the K[T]-module V. Then X, 
(resp. Xp) is an O,[r] (resp Op[r])-lattice spanning V (resp Vd). O[ZJ- 
lattices X and Y spanning the same K[IJ-module are in the same genus as 
the O[T]-lattice, denoted X- Y if for each prime p of 0, X,, E Y, as the 
O,[T]-lattices or, equivalently, Xfi’ Y$ as O,[r]-lattices. For E, a finite 
extension, let 0, denote the integral closure of 0 in E. Then X0,0, is 
an O,[T]-lattice spanning VoK E. Given a Dedekind domain 0, whose 
quotient field F has finite subdegree in K and such that 0 is the integral 
closure in K of O,, X is then by restriction of scalars, an O,[T]-lattice 
spanning V viewed as F[f]-module. M,, MC, MO0 O,, and M as 
OF[r]-lattice span respectively a free K[TJ, K,[r], E[r], and F[r]- 
module. For A a subgroup of r, X is by restriction of scalars an O[r]- 
lattice spanning V as K[A ]-module, and A4 as O[A ]-lattice spans a free 
K[A]-module. When A is normal in r, Xd is an O[T/A]-lattice spanning 
the K[f/A]-module V“ and Md as an O[T/A ]-lattice spans a free 
K[T/A]-module. For the last assertion in each case see the remarks of 
Section 1. Thus for each abelian subquotient A/Z of r, M” as an O[A/C]- 
lattice spans a free K[A/,Z]-module. 
Assume for the moment that r is abelian. The K[r] is a commutative 
semi-simple algebra and contains a unique maximal order ‘9JI = ‘%R,-, i.e., )IJz 
is the maximal subring of K[r] which is an O-lattice [R]. Assume the 
O[I’]-lattice M spans a free K[ZJ-module V of rank n. Define as in [F] 
a fractional O-ideal. 
b(M, o[r])= [m:o[r]]“/[M:M”], 
where M” denotes the largest m-lattice contained in M. M” E 
HomO,()IJZ, M) under the natural isomorphism Vg Hom,r,,(K[T], V), 
given by evaluation at the identity. For the notation of an O-module index 
[X: Y] of O-lattices spanning the same K-space see [CF, 11. 
By the results of [F] this invariant has the following three proper- 
ties: First b(M, O[f]) is an integral ideal dividing [fm: O[r]]“. 
b(A4, O[r] ) = 0 exactly when M is O[r]-projective and is equal to 
[‘9JI: O[r]ln exactly when M admits ‘93, i.e., it is in fact an ‘9JI-lattice. 
Second, the b invariant is local. Let I, denote the group of fractional 
ideals of 0. For integral ideals J of 0 let I,, denote the subgroup of I, 
generated by primes dividing J. For primes p of 0 we identify IK,P = I,,. 
Then b(M, O[I’]), = b(M,, O,,[r]) = b(Md, O,[r]). Hence b(M, O[r]) 
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depends only on the genus of M as O[T]-lattice. For E a finite extension 
of K, we can by extension of scalars view I, as embedded in the group of 
fractional ideals I, of 0,. 
Last, in this case, b,(MOo O,, O,[r]) = b,(M, O[r]). 
By this last result we may reduce the calculation of b to the case K, a 
splitting field for r; i.e., all homomorphisms cp: r + Rx take values in K. 
Whether r is abelian or not, to each cp: I-+ Rx there corresponds a 
primitive idempotent of K[T], given by 
e r,q= v-r C ‘PWY-1. 
?EI- 
(2.1) 
Note when cp is the trivial character er,V=ee,= IrIP’ or. When r is 
abelian and K is a splitting field for r, K[T] as a K algebra is a direct sum 
of copies of K corresponding to the idempotents e,,, which are in this case 
a complete set of irreducible idempotents. ‘9JI then splits correspondingly as 
a direct sum of copies of 0. r acts on an er,,p component via cp and we find 
where Mv is the eigen space of M on which r acts via cp. 
More generally for any subgroup A of any finite group r and 
homomorphism cp A -+ K x, let M(d,qp) represent the eigen space of M as 
A-lattice on which A acts via cp. If all homomorphisms cp A + Rx with 
Ker cp containing Z take values in K, for an abelian subquotient A/Z of r 
then we have 
where @.A:= represents sum over all such homomorphisms. Analogous 
notations &,P~,c, and nVpdlz will be used in the sequel 
3. REPRESENTATION RINGS 
Let R,(B) denote the Grothendieck group under direct sum of the 
category of B-free B[T]-modules. R,(B) is a ring under tensor product of 
modules. To each homomorphism a: ri + r, of finite group restriction of 
scalars along a defines a ring homomorphism from R,(B) to R,,(B), 
which when a is surjective is called inflation. If a is injective, extension of 
scalars along a defines an additive map, induction from R,,(B) to R,(B). 
Let R denote a fixed algebraic closure of K. We set R, = R,(R). 
Dress in [D] has associated with each finite abelian group A 
(written multiplicatively) a category of A-monomial representations of r 
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generalizing the category of finite r-sets (permutation representations) 
which corresponds to the case A = 1. M r,a, the ring of A-monomial 
representations, is the Grothendieck group of this category under an 
appropriate sum. As its name implies it inherits the structure of a com- 
mutative ring. For homomorphisms as above, restriction homomorphisms 
and induction maps are defined. Details are given in Appendix Section 1. In 
particular, we show M r, A is a free H-module on generators corresponding 
to r conjugacy classes (A, cp) of pairs, A a subgroup of I-, and cp E X,(d) E 
Hom(d, A). In the case A = 1, i.e., r-sets, we set M r = M ,-, , . M r is the 
Burnside ring of permutation representations. In M, we set (A) = (A, 1) 
and this corresponds to the class of the r-set A\T. 
In Appendix Section 2 we define for each r the ring A, of abelian 
subquotients. A, is free over L on r-conjugacy classes (A, C) of pairs, 
C < A <r with A/Z abelian. Again there are associated restriction 
homomorphism and induction maps. 
There are Z-linear maps between these rings. Whenever A is a subgroup 
of the units B” of B, we have in fact ring homomorphisms 
(3.1) 
where B, is the B[A]-module with underlying B-module B with A acting 
viacp:A+AciBX, and [X] represents the class of a B-free, B[T]-module 
X in R,(B). In particular we set for all B, 
PF=Pf,l: MF-’ RF(B). 
A homomorphism 
I//F:&+ Mi-, 
given on the generators by 
is defined in Appendix Section 2. 
From now on p will be a finite cyclic group of an exponent divisible by 
the exponent of r. We then call M r,P the ring of monomial representations 
of r. For each abelian subquotient A/C of r let J$,z represent summation 
over { cp E X,(A) : Ker cp 2 C}. We have a Z-linear map, in fact a ring 
homomorphism, 




?,,(A? C)= c (A, cp). (3.3) 
vA/L 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Whenever the appropriate maps are defined p, II/, and 
n are ring homomorphisms commuting with restriction and induction. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let p be a finite group of roots of unity in K whose 
exponent is divisible by the exponent of r. Then we have a commutative 
square: 
M r- R,. pr 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and other related results needed in the sequel 
are proved in Section 8. For p as in Proposition 3.2 the ring of monomial 
representations M r,r is essentially that defined in an ad hoc manner in 
[De], cf. Appendix Section 1. 
4. THE DEFECT HOMOMORPHISM 
The functorial properties of the b invariant show that given an abelian 
subquotient A/E of r, b(Mz, O[A/Z]) depends only on the r-conjugacy 
class of (A, L’). So we have as a Z-linear map the defect homomorphism, 
e(M): A, -+ I,, 
defined by setting for each abelian subquotient A/Z, 
&(M)(A, C) = &(M=, O[A/C]). 
By the properties of the b invariant, e(M) takes values in IK,,r, and is an 
invariant of the genus of M. 
THEOREM 2. For an O[r]-lattice M spanning a free K[T]-module the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) M is O[T]-projective 
(ii) 8(M) is trivial 
(iii) b(M) factors through Rr 
(iv) &(M) factors through Mr. 
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Note. b(M) factors through some Grothendieck group of Z-sets or 
modules means that it factors via the appropriate map u~,~, $r, pr, or pr,,, 
or a composite of these, cf. Proposition 3.2. This and subsequent theorems 
remain true if factorization is replaced by the weaker condition of being 
trivial on the relevant kernel. 
Proof. (i) o (ii) follows from Theorem 1 of Section 1 and the properties 
of the b invariant of Section 2, which show that b(M) is trivial if and only 
if MZ is O[d/C]-projective for each abelian subquotient A/C of ZY 
(ii) j (iii) is clear and (iii) = (iv) comes direct from Proposition 3.2. It 
suffices now to prove (iv)= (ii). Given (iv) e(M) is trivial on ker tir. 
Direct from (3.2) (and cf. Proposition 8.2) we have for each abelian 
subquotient A/C of Z, (A, C) - (C, C) E ker $r. Evaluating d(M) we find 
h(Mr, O[ A/C]) = b(MZ, 0) = 0. Hence b(M) is trivial as required. 1 
5. MONOMIAL FACTORIZATION 
By Theorem 2 of Section 4, and Proposition 3.2 of Section 3 we intro- 
duce a restriction on the structure of the O[f]-lattices A4, weaker than 
projective by requiring that d(M) factor through M,, via ylr,p. We will 
then say d(M) is monomially factorizable. 
In general any m-linear map with domain A, will be called monomially 
factorizable if it factors through M,,, via rlr,, and weakly monomially 
factorizable if it vanishes on ker ran,,,. 
For each finite extension E of K we have an injection ZK + I,. Let 
ZR = lir~ I,. Let Q, denote the absolute Galois group of K over K. ZR is 
naturally an Q2,module. M,, is an Q=module via its action on p c R 
We call an additive map from A, to I,, K-monomially factorizable if it 
factors via an SZ,-module homomorphism f from M,, to ZR such that 
f(4 d)~Z,qcj), where K(d) is the field generated by the values of 4. 
Note. When K contains ,u the notions of K-monomial factorization 
and monomial factorization coincide and that for Z abelian the notion of 
K-factorizable is in general stronger. 
In Section 10 we use the examples discussed there to show that condi- 
tions of monomial factorization of the 4 invariant impose severe restric- 
tions on a O[Z’]-lattice structure. Let C, denote the cyclic group of order 
n. C, K C, denotes the semi-direct product of a cyclic groups C, and C,, 
with C, acting on the normal subgroup C,. In Section 10 we will prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 be a ring of algebraic integers. For fixed r and M 
running through all O[T]-lattices spanning a free K[T]-module the 
following hold: 
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(i) AN maps 8(M) are weakly monomially factorizable if and only if 
F=C,KC,, (n,m)=l. 
(ii) All maps 8(M)” are monomially factorizable if and only if 
r= C, K C,, (n, m) = 1 with C, acting on C, via an automorphism of order 
dividing (d, m) (d a fixed positive integer). 
(iii) All maps e(M) are monomially factorizable if and only if r is 
cyclic. 
For comparison we will prove in Section 8: 
5.1. PROPOSITION. For 0 a ring of algebraic integers the following hold: 
(i) All Z-linear maps from A, to I,,,,, are trivial on ker q,- if and 
only ifr=C,~C,,, (n,m)=l. 
(ii) All Z-linear maps from A, to I,,,,, have their dth power 
monomially factorizable if and only if r= C, K C,, (n, m) = 1 with C, 
acting on C, via an automorphism of order dividing (d, m). 
(iii) All Z-linear maps from Ar to I, ,r, are monomially factorizable 
if and only if r is cyclic. 
6. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES OF MONOMIAL FACTORIZATION 
The results in this section remain true if K-monomially factorizable is 
replaced throughout by monomially factorizable or the latter by weakly 
monomially factorizable. 
6.1. PROPOSITION (Localization and completion). The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) 8(M) is K-monomially factorizable. 
(ii) For each prime p dividing the order of r, &(M,) is K-monomially 
factorizable. 
(iii) For each prime p dividing the order of r, &(M,) is K@-monomially 
factorizable. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Let M be K-monomially factorizable and N be a 
further O[T]-lattice spanning a free KIT]-module. Then G(M@ N) is 
K-monomially factorizable if and only if N is K-monomially factorizable. 
6.3. PROPOSITION (Extension and restriction of scalars). Assume the 
O[T]-lattice M has e,(M) K-monomially factorizable: 
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(i) Zf E is afinite extension of K then JE(MQo 0,) is E-monomially 
factorizable. 
(ii) If 0, is a Dedekind domain whose quotient field F has finite 
subdegree in K and 0 is the integral closure of 0, in K, then considering M 
as O,[F]-lattice we have e,(M) is F-monomially factorizable. 
THEOREM 4 (Change of group). K-monomial factorization of b(M), A4 
an O[f ]-lattice, is inherited by: 
(i) &,,(M’), MA as O[F/A]-lattice, if A is a normal subgroup of P, 
(ii) 8,(M), A4 as O[A]-lattice, zf A is a subgroup of r; 
(iii) RH(MQOCrl 0 [H] ), where F is a subgroup of a further finite 
group H. 
Zf F is subnormal in H (iii) has a partial converse, t?n(M@oCr, O[H]) 
weakly monomially factorizable implies that 8,-(M) is weakly monomially 
factorizable. 
Given these results we may prove: 
6.4. PROPOSITION. Assume F= Fl x F2 and let Mi be an O[F,]-lattice 
spanning a free K[F,]-module (i = 1, 2): 
(i) &,(M, @o M2) weakly monomially factorizable implies each 
8, ( Mi ) is weakly monomially factorizable. 
(ii) If (IF,/, IF,])= 1, each r?,(Mi) weakly monomially factorizable 
implies br(A4, Qo Mz) weakly monomially factorizable. 
Proof Let Mi have rank ni: 
(i) As O[r,]-lattice M, O0 M, - My2. Thus br(M, O0 M,) weakly 
monomially factorizable implies &,,(&I,) weakly monomially factorizable 
by Theorem 4(ii). Similarly for M,. 
(ii) Localizing we may assume, e.g., ]I-,] is invertible. Then O[r,] is 
a maximal order in K[F,] and hence M, E O[r,]? for such facts see, e.g., 
[R, 5, Section 18; 9, Section 4.11. The result now follows by Theorem 4(iii). 
Since M,@,M,r(M,@, o[r21)n*~(M100Cr,30[r,~r,l)~*. 1 
Proofs. The equivalence of Propositions 6.1(i), (ii), 6.2, 6.3(i) and 
Theorem 4(i) are all direct consequences of the definition of 8 in Section 4 
and the properties of the b invariant, see Section 2. Proposition 6.3 and 
Theorem 4 are proved in the next section where they will be seen to be 
natural consequences of Theorem 5. It remains to prove the equivalence of 
(ii) and (iii) in Proposition 6.1. 
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Let K(p) be the field generated over K by p. It is a finite Galois extension 
of K. Set D= Gal(K(p)/K). Then an Q,module homomorphism from 
M r,P to I, is equivalent to a D-module homomorphism from M,, to 
Z K(p). Fix an embedding of R in Kj and by abuse of notation let p again 
denote the image in KP of p c K. Thus by restriction we have an embedding 
of K(,u) in K@(p). Let D, denote the decomposition group of this embed- 
ding. Then we have a D-module isomorphism ZKCpj,B E MapDP(D, I,,,,,) and 
(i)o (ii) then follows directly from the natural 1-l correspondence 
between Hom,(X, Map,&D, Y)) and HomDP(X, Y) for a D-module X and 
a D,-module Y in the X= M,, and Y = I,+). 1 
7. ALTERNATIVE CHARACTERIZATION 
Let M and N be O[Z]-lattices spanning the same free K[Z]-module V. 
We may define a Z-linear map, 
d(M, N): A,- -+ I,, 
by setting for each abelian subquotient A/C of P 
d(M, N)(A, Z) = [M=:N=]. 
A more natural definition can be given as follows. Let S be a finite f-set. 
Then Map,(S, M) and Map,(S, N) are O-lattices spanning the K-module 
MapAS, V. 
We may define 
d(M, N): Mr+Z,, 
by setting for each finite Z-set S, 
4M WCW = [MapAS, W : MapAS, WI. 
Then d(M, IV) is the composite 
*r d(M, N) A,- M,-I,. 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a projective O[T]-lattice spanning MQ, K. Then 
r?(M) is K-monomially factorizable if and only if d(M, P) is K-monomially 
factorizable. 
Proof. Let V be free of dimension n as K[Z]-module. Suppose p c K. 
Let (A, ,JC) E A,. By Theorem 2, b(P) is trivial. Hence 
C~,,,: O[A/Z]]“= [P=: (P=)mmd/=], 
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and so 
b(M) = [p: (p”)“““] [Ap: (M”)“‘q -’ 
= [p: MZ][(J/p)%L: (pyLm] 
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= (d(M, P)(A, q-l n [bP@) : N(A-q)], 9A/L 
where, cf. Section 2, &,L is a product over (q~X,(d):cp,,=l}. 
(A, C) H IJAIL[A4(“~~) : P(“,rp)] is factorized by (A, cp) H [I%~(‘,~):P(‘, qp)]. 
Hence 4(M) factors via monomial representations if and only if d(M, P) 
does. 
In general we extend scalars to E = K(p) and observe that for 
I.3 E o,, [(.&I @go oE)(A~@u): (P @go oE)(A”pLo)]E = [(M @Jo oEp’p): 
(PO0 o,)‘d~9)l~, and that these values are in ZKCqp). 1 
7.1. PROPOSITION. (a) We have commutative diagrams: 
















d~(M@3rH: NC3rH) Ar(M,N) 
1, 
where for an O[T]-lattice X, Xar H- XOoc,-, O[H]. 
(b) We have equalities: 
(i) For E a finite extension of K, 
d,(MOo Oa NO, 0,) = d,(M, N) 0,. 
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(ii) For 0, a Dedekind domain whose quotient field F has finite 
subdegree in K and whose integral closure in K is 0, 
d,(K N) = N,, d,W, NJ, 
where NKIF: I, + I, is the norm homomorphism. 
ProoJ (a) By the naturality of II/ (see Proposition 3.2) and the rela- 
tion between d and d, it suffices to prove (i), (ii), and (iii) obtained from 
(a)(i), (ii), and (iii), respectively, by replacing A by M and d and d. 
(i), (ii) and (iii) follow directly from the definitions of Inf, Res, and Ind in 
Appendix Section 1, the definition of d, and the following isomorphisms of 
B-modules, natural in B and a B[T]-module W 
(i) S a r/A-set, A a normal subgroup of r, Map,(S, W) = 
Map,,(S, WA ). 
(ii) S a A-set, A is a subgroup of r, Map,(S, W) 2 Map(S@, r, W) 
via f++ (s 0 y -f(s) y). 
(iii) S a r-set, r a subgroup of the finite group H, 
Map,(S, WOBCrl B[H])g Map,(S, W), see, e.g., [CR, 43.91 and the 
natural B-module isomorphism Map,(S, Map,(H, W)) z Map,(S, W) 
such that f~f(s)( 1). 
(b) (i) and (ii) follow from the standard properties of module index: 
(i) [M@oO,:N@oO,],=[M:N]O, 
(ii) [M : NIF= N,,[M : N]. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4 and Proposition 6.3. Given an O[r]-projective 
lattice P then in cases (a)(i), (ii) and (b)(i), (ii) we have respectively PA is 
O[T/A]-projective, P is O[A]-projective, POr H is O[H]-projective, 
P@o 0, is 0, CT]-projective, and P is OF[r]-projective. Taking N = P in 
Proposition 7.1, we have, after Theorem 5 respectively, Theorem 4(i), (ii) 
and (iii). Proposition 6.3 (i) and Proposition 7.1 (iii): in the last case note 
that if a K-monomially factorizable of d, is given by f: M,, + ZK an 
F-monomially factorizable of d, is given by (A, VP) H (nrp, f (A, c@-‘)~, 
where {p} is a right transversal of R,\SZ,. 
To prove the weak converse of Theorem 4(iii) in the case r-subnormal 
in H we use the transitivity of induction to reduce to the case r normal 
in H. Using the formulae (Si) in Appendix Section 2 we find 
A,% A, 2 A, is then multiplication by [r/HI. In this case too, any 
O[T]-lattice M such that MO, H spans a free K[H]-module, spans a free 
K[T]-module. Thus after Theorem 5 we can use Proposition 7(ii) and (iii) 
to deduce that GH(MOT H) weakly monomially factorizable implies 
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~r(MOi- w iriH’ is weakly monomially factorizable which is equivalent to 
&,(MOrH) being so factorizable. 1 
8 
For A/Z an abelian subquotient of r let &,z represent summation over 
{ 8: C < 8 < A and A/8 is cyclic). We define analogously &;L and @ ed,~. 
For r abelian and T/A a cyclic quotient of r we define an element (A ) 
of M, by 
(A > = 1 P(W/AI)(O 
I-392A 
where p: N + Z is the Moebius function. 
8.1. PROPOSITION. For r abelian: 
(i) pr: M,+ R, has image R,(Q). 
(ii) The elements, (A) - &ri;d (O), with T/A noncyclic form a Z-basis 
of ker pr (summation over 0 3 A with r/9 cyclic). 
(iii) A Z-linear map with domain M, factors via R, if and only if it 
factors via R JQe) if and only it is trivial on ker pr. 
Proof: R ,- is free over Z on Xo( r). For cp E X,(T), r/ker cp is cyclic. 
Two characters are Galois conjugate over b if and only if they -have the 
same kernel. Thus R,(Q) z R, is free over Z on the basis: 
1 
(d”)= 1 cp:AdrandT/Acyclic 
kerq=A 
For A a subgroup of I’, 
pr(A)=ind:l,= c cp= 1 (A). 
@ @A 
For subgroups A such that T/A is cyclic we thus have 
(8.1) 
P,(A)= 2 (8). (8.2) 
AGBGI- 
In this case the subgroups 8 of r such that A < 0 are in l-l correspondence 
with the divisors of Ir/Al, viz. 0 + II’/A 1. So Moebius inversion yields 
0) = c mv4) p,(e) (T/A cyclic), (8.3) 
A<B<I- 
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and, consequently by (8.1) 
Pi-CA > = 0) (T/A cyclic): (8.4) 
(i) By (8.1) the image P~C {R,(Q) and using the equalities (8.3), 
we find the image P,-Z R,(Q). Hence (i). 
(ii) The proposed basis elements are all in ker pr by (8.1) and (8.4). 
These elements form the basis of a free Z-module X in M, complemented 
by the free Z-module Y on those (A) with T/A cyclic. Using (8.2), (8.3), 
and (8.4), we see Y is mapped isomorphically onto R, by pr and, hence, 
ker pr= X as required. 
(iii) The second equivalence follows from (i). For the first note that 
R,(Q) is a direct summand of Rr, since by the remarks preceding this 
proof R,/R.(Q) is torsion free. Thus any homomorphism can be extended 
from R,(Q) to R,. 1 
COROLLARY. For I’ abelian, ker pr= (0) if, and only if, r is cyclic. 
EXAMPLE. For r= C, x C,, p prime, ker p,- is generated by 
m- C w+pm. 
101 =P 
For A/C, a cyclic abelian subquotient of r, we define an element of A, 
by 
8.2. PROPOSITION. Ker qr,p is free over Z on generators, 
one for each conjugacy class (A, Z) of noncyclic abelian subquotients A/C of 
r (summation over II/ with A 2 II/ 2 Z and A/$ cyclic). 
Proof: We have a commutative square of Z-maps, 
(8.6) 
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where 1 and ,I’ given on the generators by 
and 
A(A, Z) = 1 (CY/[A~, AY])& 
‘/ET 
A’(4 cp)= 1 ((PY)‘4?, 
y t F 
respectively. Here, e.g., (C/Cd, A])d has A component (.Z’/[d, A]) and 
A’# A component 0 and similarly for ((P)~. Let v: OdGr Mdab + A, be 
defined by v(C/[A, A]) = (A, A). Then vA(A, E) = Irl(A, C); i.e., vl is multi- 
plication by IfJ and so it is injective. Hence ,I is injective. Similarly 2’ is 
injective. We now use Proposition 8.1 to deduce that the proposed 
elements are all in Ker ,I’q,, = Ker ylF, ~ and that if Y is generated by all 
(A, C) with A/Z cyclic, then Ker Y]~,~ n Y = 0. As for Proposition 8.1, the 
proposed free generators of Ker q are a basis of a submodule X of Ker qF,p 
complementing Y in A,. As before we may conclude X= Ker qF,,. 1 
8.3. PROPOSITION. Ker I+II~ is free ouer Z on generators (A, 2) - (CC), 
one for each conjugacy class (A, C) of abelian subquotients A/Z of r. 
Proof. By (3.2) these elements are clearly in ker 1,9,-. They are the basis 
of a free Z-submodule X of A, complemented by the module Y generated 
by all (CC) with C 9 r. This last submodule is mapped isomorphically 
onto M F by Gr and hence in fact X= ker I/J~. 1 
8.4. PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Ker qrr is trivial, 
(ii) All abelian subquotients of r are cyclic, 
(iii) All p-Sylow subgroups of r are cyclic, 
(iv) r=C,KCc, with (n,m)=l. 
Proof: (i)o (ii) follows from Proposition 8.2(ii). This implies each 
p-Sylow subgroup of r has all its abelian quotient groups cyclic and so by 
the Burnside basis theorem [H] each I’, is cyclic. Hence (ii) = (iii). 
(iii) * (iv) is a theorem of Hall [H]. The groups in (iv) have all abelian 
subquotients cyclic, so (iv) = (ii). 1 
Suppose A/Z is a cyclic abelian subquotient of I: XJA, C) = 
{~~~~XJd):kercpgC} 1s a cyclic subgroup of X,(A) of order n = IA/Zl. 
We can identify Aut(X,(A, C)), the group of group automorphisms of 
X,,( A, Z) and (Z/d) x, where the residue class of rE Z corredsponds to 
raising to the rth power. Let X,(A, 2) = {‘p EX,(A) : ker cp = E} = 
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{‘p E X,(d) : (4) = XJA, z)}. Any element of Aut(X,(d, C)) permutes 
these generators of X,(A, z) and so is determined by its action on 
X,(A, C>. Any subgroup N of Aut(X,(A, C)) decomposes X,(A, C> into 
N-orbits of length 1 NI. The subgroup {y E r : Ay = A and 2 = ,Y} of r acts 
by conjugation on XJA, C). Let I(A, 2) be the subgroup of Aut(X,(A, C)) 
so generated. 52, acts on X,(A, C) via its action on p. Let Z(A, C) be the 
subgroup of Aut(X,(A, 2)) so generated. The values of characters in 
XJA, C) generate a Galois extension K(A, C) of K. Each element of the 
Galois group Gal(K(A, C)/K) determines a unique automorphism of 
X,(A, C). 0 E Gal(K(t)/K) corresponds to raising to the rth power if and 
only if for all cp E XJA, C), cp” = cpr. Hence we can identify Gal(K(A, C)/K) 
and Z(A, C). 
8.5. PROPOSITION. (i) A Z-linear map f with domain A, is monomially 
factorizable $ and only if it is trivial on ker v=,~ and for each cyclic 
subquotient A/C of I-. f (A, LC > is 1 I( A, z> 1 divisible. 
(ii) A homorphism f: A, + IK is K-monomially factorizable if and only 
ifit is trivial on ker qr,@ and for each cyclic subquotient A/2 of r, f (A, 2) 
is the norm from K(A, C) to K of the [I(A, L’). Z(A, C) : Z(A, L’)] th power 
of a fractional ideal of OKCd,z, fixed by Z(A, 2) n I(A, C). 
Proof: (i) Suppose that f is a Z-linear map with domain A, which is 
monomially factorizable. Then f is trivial on ker l~~,~ and so by Proposition 
8.2 it is determined by its values on the (A, ,X) (defined for A/C a cyclic 
abelian subquotient of r). Now, v~,~(A, z) is a sum of (A, cp)‘s as cp runs 
over X,( A, 2). Each r-conjugacy class (A, cp) occurs as summand of 
qr,p(A, C) for exactly one conjugacy class (A, C), viz.(A, ker rp). A fixed 
conjugacy class (A, cp) occurs. as a summand of that qr,,(A, C), with 
multiplicity lI(A, C)l. Hence f(A, C) is lI(A, C)l divisible. Conversely, if 
f is trivial on ker nr,p and for each (A, C), f(A, ,J?) is lI(A, C)l divisible 
we can define a monomial factorization 7 off as follows. Choose repre- 
sentatives A,/C, for the r-conjugacy classes of cyclic abelian subquotients 
of r. For each such pair choose a ‘~J-E X,(Ai, z,). If (A,y) is conjugate to 
(Aj, qj), set f(A, cp) = lI(A,, C,)l -‘f (Aj, Cj). If not, let f (A, 9) be trivial. 
(ii) Suppose f: A, -+ 1, is K-monomially factorizable. Then as above 
f is trivial on ker qr,ll and is determined by its values on the (A, 2). Fix 
(A, ,X). Set ‘,= I(A, C) 2nd Z= Z(A, z). Then-for cp in $(A, ,T), y(A, q) 
is in IKCd,Zj, f(A,cp’)=f(A,cp), for iin Iandf(A,q~~)=f(A,cp)“for z in 
Z. Thus y(A, cp) is a fractional ideal of OK(d,ZJ fixed by In Z. X,(A, 2’) is 
decomposed into I. Z-orbits. The product off (A, cp’)‘s over the cp’ in the 
I.Z-orbit generated by a given cp E X,(A, C) is a product of values 
?(A, cpiz), where i runs over coset representatives In Z\I (which form coset 
representatives of z\IZ) and z runs over Z. By the observations above 
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this is the norm from K(d, C) to K of the [Z.Z: Z]th power of a fractional 
ideal in OK(d,ZJ fixed by Z n I. The same is thus true of f(d, 2) = 
yq,-(d, C) which is a product of such values, one for each I. Z-orbit of 
X,(d, z). Conversely, supposefis trivial on ker Y]~ and satisfies the above 
condition for each cyclic subquotient of Z. Then with Aj, C,, and ‘pi chosen 
as in (i) set Z, = Z(Aj, C,), Z, = Z(A,, 2,). For eachj choose a fractional idea 
aj in Op, L;Z, fixed by Z, n Z, such that f( Aj, C,> = NKcd, Zj,xa,!‘J~‘~3. Then 
define f by f (A, cp) = af if for j and z, (A, C) is Z-conjugate to (A,, cpf) and 
by y(A, cp) = 0 otherwise. Then f =yqr,lc and is thus K-monomially 
factorizable. [ 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Note that all Z-linear maps with domain A, 
factor via M,, (resp. vanish on ker r~~,~) if and only if all Z-linear maps 
f: A,- + X, X a fixed nonzerol free H-module, factor via M,, (resp. vanish 
on ker r~~,~). The only if part is obvious. For the if part suppose that f has 
range Y. Then we can cover Y with a sum of copies of 2’. A, is h-free. So 
f lifts to a z-linear map from A, to the cover. If this lifting factors (resp. 
vanishes on ker qrzp ) so, correspondingly, doesf: 
Thus in Proposition 5.1(i), (ii), and (iii) we may replace “all Z-linear 
maps f: A, + I, ,r,r’ by “all Z-linear maps with domain A,,” because either 
Z is trivial and the result is obvious or I,,,,, is a non zero free B-module. 
Doing this we find that in (i) the result follows from Proposition 8.4, and 
in (ii) the result follows from Proposition 8.5 and the lemma below. (iii) is 
the case d= 1 of (ii). 
LEMMA. Let r= C, tx C,. Then C, acts on C, via an automorphism of 
order dividing d if and only if for each abelian subquotient A/C of r, 
1 I( A, 2) 1 divides d. 
Proof: Suppose C, acts on C, via an automorphism of order d. Then 
r= (a, b: am = 1, b”= 1, a-‘ba = b’) for some integer r such that (r, n) = 1 
and r has order d modulo n. The commutator subgroup of r can be 
calculated. It is (b’- ’ ). Up to conjugacy the different subgroups of r are 
found to be (a”‘, b”) E C,,,, o( C,,,, with ml/m and n,ln. Up to conjugacy 
the subquotients of Z are found to be (am’, bn1)/(am2, bn2), m, 1 m, 1 m, and 
n, 1 n2 1 n. The commutator subgroup of (am’, b”’ ) is (bnl(‘“- ‘I). Thus the 
above subquotient is abelian if and only if 
r”” - 1 = 0 mod nJn 1. (8.7) 
The normalizer in Z of (a”‘, b”‘) is found to be (a, b”), where 
x=n,/(rm’- 1, nl ). Hence the normalizer in Z of the pair ( ( amI, b”’ ), 
(am2, bn2)) is found to be (a, b’), where t is the least common multiple of 
nl/(rml - 1, n,) and n2/(rmz- 1, nz). The subgroup of the normalizer acting 
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as the identity on (a”“, b”’ >/(am2, bn2) is (as, (b’)‘), where s is the multi- 
plicative order of Y modulo n&z, and y = nJ(t(r”’ - 1 ), n2). I claim y = f 1. 
Let u,(q) denote the power of a prime p dividing the integer q. Then 
u,(y) = 1 for all primes not dividing n2. Suppose p does divide n2. If p does 
not divide n&t, then 
up(t(rm’ - 1 ), nz) = u,(t(rml -l),n,)=u,(n,)=u,(n,). 
If p does divide n2/n,, then by (8.7) up(P - 1) > 0. Hence because 
u,(n2/nl) = 0, u,(P - 1) = up(Y’ - 1) and so up(t(rml - l), n,) = 
up( t( P - l), n2) = up(n2). In all cases we find u,(y) = 1. Thus y is a unit. 
Hence we find that I(d, C) is isomorphic to (a, b’)/(a”, b’), which is 
cyclic of order s, if (A, C) is conjugate in r to ( ( amI, b”’ ), ( am2, b”* ) ). Now 
note that s divides d and equals d in the case m, = m2 = m, n, = 1, and 
n2 = n. The result now follows. 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For p, and II/ see Appendix Sections 1 and 2. 
For V) we verify on generators using the formulae M, and Si of Al and A2. 
The induction assertion is immediate. To show that suitable 4 commute 
with multiplication and restriction, we use the fact that X,(-) is an exact 
duality on the category of abelian groups of exponent m. 
In A, and M,, we can rewrite multiplication as a sum indexed over 
(~1, B) E TX r. The right-hand sides become 
and 
respectively, where a(cl, p) = ICO; A Ztl/lrl IZ,I IC,I and m(a, 8) = 
I4 n ~!lllU IAIl lA21. Thus vr+ commutes with multiplication, since with 
our assumptions, 
(cplv ‘Pz)H(P~ld;nd~.(pl:Id~n4~ 
surjective homomorphism from X (A ,/Zi ) x XJ A JC2) 
FP(JT n At/(Z; n C$ with kernel of order a(cr, i)/m(a, /I). 
to 
For restriction we proceed similarly by expressing restriction in terms of 
a sum over all a E r, and using the fact that cpB H CJ#. c1 maps XP(AB/Cs) 
onto XP(crP’(dB)/a-‘(P)). 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let (A, C) E A,. In R,, indc 1, =&IL cp, 
cf. (8.3). So 
p,lc/,(A, C) = indg 1, = ind ;ind<l,= c ind~cp=p,,~,(A,Z). 1 
@w 
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9. THE ABELIAN CASE 
In this section we assume Z is abelian. For O[T]-lattices M, as before, 
we define a homomorphism 
b(M): M,-+ I,, 
by setting for each subgroup A of Z: 
b(M)(A) = b(W’, O[T/A]). 
b(M) is trivial exactly when M is O[Z]-projective. We single out those 
genera of O[T]-lattices for which h(M) factors through R, (which is 
shown to be equivalent to being trivial on Ker pr in Proposition %l(iii)) 
or, stronger, that b(M) factors via an Q=homomorphism from R, to ZK 
such that f(4) E K(4) for each multiplicative character C$ of Z. In the latter 
case we say b(M) is K-factorizable. 
Given a further O[T]-lattice N spanning the same K[T]-module as A4 
we have the map d(M, N): M, -+ I, defined in Section 7. The pair b and d 
have analogous properties to the pair b and d. The results of Sections 6 and 
7 remain valid if A,, M ,-, ~, and qr,, are replaced respectively by M,, F?,, 
and pr and K-monomial factorization by Q=factorization and monomially 
factorizable or weakly monomially factorizable by factorizable via R,. 
As a corollary of the old and new functorial properties, cf. Theorem 4, 
Section 6, we have 
THEOREM 6. For r abelian and M an O[T]-lattice spanning a free 
K[T]-module b(M) is K-monomially factorizable if and only if b(M) has an 
K-factorization via R,. 
We now aim to show that the evaluation of b and the question of 
factorizability can be reduced to the case of abelian p-groups. At the same 
time we will demonstrate: 
THEOREM 7. For r abelian, b(M) is K-factorizable via R, if and only if 
b(M) factors via R,. 
Let p be a rational prime. Then we can express r= r, x H as a direct 
product of its p-Sylow subgroup r, and its subgroup H of elements of 
order prime to p. We can and do identify: 
KCrl = KCr,l OK KCHI 
via y @ h = (y, h) (y E r,,, h E H). Under this identification, clearly, 
w-1 = ocr,i o. ocm 
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and, further, for maximal orders one has 
The last equality holds because the discriminant of ‘!VIr is divisible only by 
primes dividing Irl. Thus mm, and 9-R” have relatiely prime discriminants 
and so their tensor product is the maximal order of KL[T,] OK K[H]. 
We let CeH represent he sum over { 13: 0 d H and H/9 is cyclic}. Define 
analogously eeH and &H. To each subgroup 19 of H with H/8 cyclic there 
corresponds an idempotent of Q[H] G K[H], 
eH,<O> = c eH,v. 
kerro=O 
(9.1) 
The eH,<B) are in fact the primitive idempotents of Q[H]; cf. the remarks 
following Proposition 8. We have thus a K[T]-module decomposition: 
K[rl = @ KCrl eH, (0) = @ K[rpl OK JXHI eH, <8>. 
OH e* 
(9.2) 
K[rl eH, <S> = K[r,l @K KCHI eH,<O> is, by restriction of scalars, a free 
rank $(I H/e1 ) K[T,]-module. 
Now let 0 be a domain localized at a prime +Z above the rational prime 
p. By (9.1) and (2.1) the eH,<O> have b-integral coefficients and thus from 
(9.2) we derive 0 [ ZJ-lattice decompositions, 




In (9.4) each MeH,<B> is, by restriction of scalars, an O[r,]-lattice 
which, by the remarks following (9.2), spans a free K[F’,]-lattice. Hence we 
have well-defined homomorphisms: 
b(MeH,<O>) : M,+L (H/8 cyclic). 
THEOREM 8. For 0 a domain localized at a prime p above a rational 
prime p, b(M): Ar+ ZK has an K-factorization via R,, if and only lf, each 
b@‘feH,<e>): ~,-h with H/B cyclic, has an K-factorization via RrP. 
The evaluation of the b invariant of Section 2 reduces to the case of 
p-groups: 
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9.1. PROPOSITION. Locally, at primes above the rational prime p, 
Proof of Proposition 9.1. Theorem 8, and Theorem 7. Since p does not 
divide IHI, W, = O[H] (cf. the proof of Proposition 6.4). Hence we have 
from (9.1), 
(9.5) 
and so we tind 
(9.6) 
Proposition 9.1 now follows directly from the definitions of b in Section 2 
and the pairs of decompositions (9.3) and (9.5) and (9.3) and (9.6). 
We now take for granted the notation and results associated with 
Proposition 8.1 Each subgroup A of r is uniquely a product A = A,, x $ of 
a subgroup A, of r, and a subgroup @ of H. T/A is cyclic exactly when 
f,/A, and H/$ are both cyclic. Using the formulae Mi of Appendix 
Section 1, we have that in M,, 
and, further, using the multiplicitivity of the Moebius function, 
(2) = infrD(d”,) . inf,( rJ). (9.7) 
Hence in the commutative square, 
M,Q M, 





R,(Q)Q RH(Q) = R,(Q) 
(9.8) 
the rows, each the product of inflation maps followed by multiplication, are 
isomorphisms. 
Given a subgroup A of r, as above, we have for O[T]-lattices IV, an 
O[T]-lattices decomposition Md = (M$LAp= @ eH,~ (Me, <s>)dp. Here we 
use the fact that for O[H]-lattices X, (Xe,, CO>)+ = 0 unless 8 d II/. Applying 
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Proposition 9.1 to MA decomposed as above as a sum of lattices over 
O[T/A] = O[T,/A,] O0 O[H/$], we find that 
NM’, OCUAl)= n @(Me,, <e>IAp, OC&lA,l). (9.9) 
#c* 
Using (9.9) in conjunc$c~n~,;~th (9.8) we seFdt;t b(M) has a partial 
factorization via M, p + MrpOW,- M,@ R,(Q), that 
b(M) is determined by the maps &Me,,<,>) : M, -+ I, corresponding to 
the basis { (8) E R,(Q) : H/B cyclic} of R”(Q), cf. Section 8; so, moreover, 
b(M) factors via R,(Q) if and only if all the maps @Me,, <0>) factor via 
R,(O). Hence by Proposition 8.l(iii) we have proved Theorem 8 with 
K-factorization replaced by factorization. Theorem 8 will now follow if we 
prove Theorem 7. 
Given a character cp E XR(Z), let K(q) denote the extension of K 
generated by the values of cp and let O(q) denote the integral closure of 0 
in K(q). To prove Theorem 7, it suffices to show that for each A d Z, with 
T/A cyclic, b(M)(A) is a norm to ZK of an ideal of K( cp) for a cp E X&Z) 
with ker cp = A: for this condition adapt the proof of Proposition 8S(ii). By 
Proposition 6.1, we may assume 0 is complete at a prime p above the 
rational prime p. 
Each cp E X,e(Z) can be written uniquely in the form cp = inf,cp, .inf,cp’ 
with q,EXR(Zp) and (~‘EX~(H). If kercp=A, A=A,x$, where 
A, = ker ‘pp and ti = ker cp’, In K[H], e,,<+) is a sum of primitive idem- 
potents e, each a sum of absolutely irreducible idempotents eH,X over an 
QKorbit of (xe X,(H) : ker I= $}. Each (K[H])e is isomorphic to K($‘) 
as K-algebra. Given a K[Z]-module V, each Ve,,<$) is a sum of the T/e 
and is thus a K(cp’)[Z,]-module. Since IHJ is invertible in 0, each 
egO[H]. Hence, if X is an O[Z]-lattice, then XeH,<+L) is an O(qo’)[Z’,]- 
lattice. Using the results (9.7) and (9.9) we can show: 
(9.10) 
Because Me,, < ti ) is in fact an O(&)-lattice we find that 
bK,rpt~eH.c+jKA,) =NK(~,),~~~(~,),~,(M~H,~~>)(A,). (9.11) 
For this we need the fact that p is unramilied in O(cp’) and hence 
m Wrp’). rp= !JJ3,,0, O(cp’). Set %II(p) = )132,, and ‘W(p) = ‘%BIJIKCrp.J,Tp. Then 
&fraccp) = MIR’(p) is an O(cp’)-lattice. Also for O(cp’)-lattices X and Y 
spanning the same K(cp’)-lattice, [X: Y],= NKCprjIKIX : YIKCrp,). Now 
K(q)= K(cp’)(q,), so after (9.10) and (9.11) we are reduced to showing 
b K(rp’),~~P(MeH,<~p>)(dp) is a norm from K(q) to K(cp’). But every prime p 
is such a norm because K(q) is formed from K(q’) by adjoining a p-power 
root of unity, so the prime of O(cp’) above p is totally ramified in O(V). u 
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10. EXAMPLES 
Let I, be the augmentation ideal of O[f]; I, is the O-lattice generated 
by {y-l :y~r}. Let a be an integral ideal of 0. M(Z’, a) denotes the 
O-lattice in K[Z] generated by O[Z] and a - ‘wy and N(Z, a) the 
O-lattice in K[f] generated by nO[Z] and I,. Both are two sided 
O[Z]-lattices spanning K[f] whose respective left and right Z-module 
structures are isomorphic via the involution y F+ y -‘. We will show: 
10.1. PROPOSITION. (i) M(Z’, a)-M(f, a’) if and only if (a, IfI)= 
(a’, If / ) and similarly with the N’s. 
(ii) M(f, a) is O[f]-projective if and only if (a, IfI)= 0, when 
M(f, a) m O[f] and similarly with the N’s 
(iii) M(f, TV) and N(f, a) are dual as O[f]-bilattices. 
THEOREM 9. (a) Each &(M(f, a)) is K-monomially factorizable. 
(b) &(N(f, a)) is weakly monomial factorizable, if and only iA for 
each prime fi of 0 above a rational prime p, one of the following holds: 
(i) Z, is cyclic 
(ii) (a, lrl Ip = 0, 
(iii) f, z C,, x C, and a: = (pp+ l)fi 
(iv) p = 2, f, = Qs the quaternion group of order 8, and either afi 
divides (2), or ni divides (25),. 
10.2. PROPOSITION. Assume f is noncyclic abelian and 0 is a ring of 
algebraic integers. Let M be an O[ f]-lattice spanning a free K[f]-module. 
Then t?(M) is not weakly monomially factorizable if M admits the maximal 
O-order !JJIr in F[f], for any field F of finite subdegree in K spanned by a 
Dedekind domain 0, whose integral closure in K is 0. 
Proof. By restriction of scalars, i.e., Proposition 6.3(ii), we may assume 
F= K. Then M- A$. Since ~5 is additive and I, is torsion free we reduce 
to the case M= ‘9X,. By Theorem 6, Section 8 and the b and d analogue 
of Theorem 5, Section 6 it suffices to show that d(%Rk, O[f]) : M,-+ I, is 
not trivial on ker Pi. In M, we have cf. (8.2) 1 =&r e,(+>. Hence 
given any finite extension E of K we find dE(mmE, ‘9JIk@0 O,)= 
rLp CmEer,ol : mmx-er,ctij 00 O,], for each subgroup A of Z. Thus, 
recalling (9.3), we have d,(Y.Rm,, YJIK@O 0,) factors via R,-(Q). Since 
d,(9JIm,, 0,) = d,(!JJIm,, mKOO 0,) d,(mk, O[f]), we may reduce to the 
case K, a splitting field for Z. In this case [mm,: O[f]]‘= Iqlrl and, since 
K is then a splitting field for all f/A, a subgroup of f, we calculate 
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d*(Af,, O[r])(A) = [2XUZK,r,d: IAl O[r/A]12 = (ZJ ‘r’A’ (Al’r’/d’. r is non- 
cyclic so it has a quotient isomorphic to C, x C, for some prime p. By infla- 
tion (Theorem 4(i), Section 6) we reduce to the case r= C, x C,. Evaluat- 
ing d’(&,O[ZJ) on the generator of ker pr, given in the example 
following Proposition 8.1, we find it takes the value (p)p2-p # 0. 1 
Using the fact that a noncyclic nilpotent group has a noncylic abelian 
quotient group we can conclude: 
COROLLARY. If r is nilpotent and noncyclic, 8(M) is not weakly 
monomially factorizable if M admits any maximal order of K[r]. 
O[T]-lattices M with d(M) monomially factorizable are in a sense 
almost projective. The next example and proof show that b(M) may fail to 
be monomially factorizablze precisely because M is close to a projective 
0 [r-j-lattice. 
Any maximal order m 3 O[r] in K[r] has O-conductor Irl with 
respect to O[r]. Consider the O[T]-lattice O[r] na’!JJl, a an integral 
ideal dividing Irl. O/r1 n afUZ admits the order O[r] + Irl a- ‘9Jl which is 
not equal to O[r] unless a = 0 when O[r] n W = O[r]. Hence the 
O[r] n a%Jl are approximations to O[r], equalling O[r] exactly when 
a = 0. 
PROPOSITION 10.3. Assume r is a non-cyclic abelian p-group, and 0 is a 
ring of algebraic integers. Let a be an integral ideal dividing p ~’ IIJ. Then 
&(O[r] n a%R) is weakly monomially factorizable only if a = 0. 
ProojI By Theorem 6 Section 9 we need only show b(0 [r] n a!JJl) is 
non-trivial on ker pr. For each subgroup A of r, 
We work locally. Consider the case a divides (p). In this case 
(&NnO[r]+ O[r/A] for all AdT, A# 1. Hence b(O[r] n 
a%X)(A)=O for all (A)# (1). If b(O[r] na!JJI) is trivial on kerp,, 
evaluating on the generator of ker pr given in Proposition 8.l(iii) corre- 
sponding to A = 1, gives b( O[r] n a!Bl : O[r] ) = 0, implying that 
O[r] n aA’ is O[T]-projective and hence that a = 0. This deals in 
particular with the case r= C, x C,. 
There remains the case that p strictly divides a. Then Irl #p2 and so r 
has a subgroup A with I Al =p and T/A noncyclic. By (10.1) and inflation 
we are reduced to showing b( O[I’/A ] n a(p) - ’ A,,,) is non-trivial on 
ker pTld. By induction on Irl we may deduce a(p) -’ = 0, contradicting p 
strictly divides a. [ 
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We return now to Proposition 10.1 and Theorem 9. For each subgroup 
A of r we define O-lattices spanning the K-space K[r] ed. M(T/A, a) is 
generated by O[r] ed and a-‘lAlp ’ uI. and N(I’/A, a) is generated by 
aOL[T] ed and I,e,. If A is a normal subgroup of r, then under the 
identification K[r] ed = K[T/A], see Section 1, O[r] ed = O[r/A], 
IAl-‘or=wi-,A, and I,e, = I,,,. Thus the notation is consistent. 
LEMMA 1. (i) [M(T/A, a) : O[r/A]] = a, 
(ii) [O[r/A] : N[T/A, a]] = a. 
LEMMA 2. (i) M(T, a)d = IAl M(T/A, a), 
(ii) NC aa)’ = I4 NT/A, da, IAl )I. 
Proofs. Working locally we may assume a = (a) for a nonzero a E 0. 
Let {r } be a left transversal of T/A with 1 E r representing A. For a E K x 
we have relations: 
e,=a(a-‘lAlp’or)- c zed 
Z#l 
are,=a(r-l)e,+ae,. 
O[r/A] has O-bases (re,} and {(r- 1) ed}rf I u IerA}. Using the 
above relations we see that if a E 0, M(T/A, (a)) has O-basis {reA)rf i 
{a-‘IA/-‘w,} and N(T/A, (a)) has O-basis {(r- 1) ed}rfl u {aed}. 
Lemma 1 follows directly. 
For an O[r]-lattice Mc K[r], MA = Mn K[T]’ . IAlM(T/A, a) has 0 
basis (and so K[r]” has K-basis), {a-‘a,-} u (zw~}~~,. But b,a-‘w,+ 
Crz I b,TwA E M(T, (a)) if and only if all 6, E 0. We deduce Lemma 2(i). 
K[r]” has basis {oA}u{(r--1)~~) and b,o,+C,+,b,(z-l)o,= 
(lAIa-‘b,)a+C,..(b,-C,.,b,)(~-l)+C,C,.,b,(~~-l)belongsto 
N(T, (a)) if, and only if, all the b, are integral and I A I - ’ b, is integral. If 
x generates (a, IAl) we deduce N(T, (a))” has O-basis {ax-‘oA} u 
{(z-1bA},.,? a basis of IAl N(T, (a))/((a), IA\)), hence Lemma 2(ii). 1 
Proof of Theorem 9. By Theorem 5 in Section 7 it suffices to prove this 
with d replaced by d( -, O[r]): 
(a) From (i) of Lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce d(M(T, a), 
O[T])(A, C) = a. This has K-monomial factorization: 
if cp is trivial 
otherwise. 
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(b) From (ii) of Lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce d(N(T, a), 
O[r])(d, C) = (a, 121)/a. Since as above (A, C) H CI/ is K-monomially 
factorizable we are reduced to finding exactly when: 
(10.2) 
is trivial on ker qr,,. It s&ices now to work locally at a prime # above a 
rational prime p. c(d, C) then depends only on ICI,. By an elementary 
lemma using (8.7) and (9.11) one finds c is trivial on ker q,-, p if and only 
if it is so on those generators described in Proposition 8.2 with A/Z a 
p-group. If A/L= C, x C, then, evaluating, one finds c is trivial on the 
corresponding generator, if and only if, either a divides (121) or ap = 
(I-XI ppfl). c is trivial on ker qf,@ if either a = 0 or r, is cyclic. We use 
standard properties of p-groups, which may be found in [Z], to deal with 
the cases a # 0 and r, non-cyclic. Then, unless p = 2 and r, is a generalized 
quaternion group, r, contains a C, x C, subgroup. Hence we deduce 
a” = (p)“’ ‘. But then, unless r, r C, x C,, it contains a normal subgroup 
.Y = C, such that T,/E is neither cyclic nor generalized quaternion. Hence 
we have a C, x C, subquotient (A, X) and since a’= (p)“’ * implies p 
divides a, we deduce a’= (p’p”), thereby contradicting a’= (P)~+‘. If 
p = 2 and T2 is a generalized quaternion group, then it has no C2 x C2 sub- 
group. Dividing out by its centre Zr C,. We find, proceeding as above, 
that either a I(2) or T,/Zg C, x C, (i.e., r, = Q,) and a2 = (2’). 
For the converse in the cases r, = C, x C, or Q, we observe that all 
abelian subquotients A/Z have either their p-Sylow subgroups cyclic or are 
isomorphic to C, x C, and, in the last case, IC,I = 1 when r= C, x C, and 
IC,I =2 when J’,=Q,. 1 
Proof of Proposition 10.1. Locally we may assume a = (a) for some 
CI E 0. (iii) Let rc: K[r] x K[r] + K be the standard r-balanced K-bilinear 
pairing such that n(y, y’) is I if y and y’ are mutually inverse and 0 
otherwise. To prove (iii) we verify that the bases of M(T, (a)) and 
N(T, (a)) described after Lemma 2 are self-dual. The case a = 0 
corresponds to that fact that O[r] is self-dual under this pairing and hence 
that the dual of an O[T]-projective is O[r]-projective. To prove (i) and 
(ii) it suffices to consider the A4 case, the N case follows by duality: 
(i) If VI d’ ivides a, erEM(T,a) and M(T,a)=O[r](l-e,)@ .~I 
or is isomorphic to M(T, Irl) as O[T]-lattice by the sum of the 
identity on the first summand and multiplication by Irl up1 on the second. 
Hence we deduce M(T, a) - M(T, (a, Irl )). Given a further ideal a’ with 
a and a’ dividing Irl, M(T, a) and M(r, a’) are then orders in K[r]. 
Since we are working locally we may assume without loss of generality that 
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a’ divides a. Then M(f, a) contains M(f, a’) and they are isomorphic if, 
and only if, equal, i.e., *t = a’. 
(ii) For a B[T]-projective V, Vr= Vo,, cf. Section 1. By (i) we 
assume a divides 1ZJ so that (a, lrl) = a. Then M(T, a)r is generated by 
ac’o,, and M(T, a) o,- by We. Hence M(T, a) is projective only if a = 0, 
and, in this case, M(T, a) = O[f] is O[r]-projective. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. (i) If all O[f]-lattices M have b(M) weakly 
monomially factorizable then by considering N(f, If 1) we find by Theorem 
9 that f has all its p-Sylow subgroups cyclic. By Proposition 8.4 this is 
equivalent to f = C, D( C,, (n, m) = 1, and this in turn implies all b(N) are 
monomially factorizable. 
(ii) Sufficiency is implied by Proposition 5.l(ii). Now consider 
necessity. By (i) we may assume that f = C, K C,, (n, m) = 1. Suppose that 
C, = (a), C, = (b), and that a-‘ba = b’. We must prove that the order 
of r modulo n divides d, or equivalently, that the order of r modulo the 
p-part of n divides d for each prime p dividing n. Fix such a p. Let ;12 be 
a prime of 0 above p. Then &(N(f,p)) ’ is monomially factorizable by 
assumption. By the proof of Theorem 9(b) we deduce that the map cd 
(10.2) is monomially factorizable. Let A be the p-sylow subgroup of C,. 
Then we calculate cd(A, 1) = b-“. By Proposition 8.5(ii) d must therefore 
by lZ(A, 1 )I be divisible. The calculations of the lemma in Section 8 show 
that lZ(A, 1 )I is the order of r modulo the p-part of n. 
(iii) This the special case d= 1 of (ii). 1 
APPENDIX 
1. Monomial Representation Rings 
The notion of A-monomial representation described below is due to 
Dress [D]. Let f be a finite group and A an abelian group written multi- 
plicatively. We assume f acts trivially on A. An A-monomial representa- 
tion of f, or (A, f)-set is a right A x f-set on which A acts freely and such 
that IS/Al the number of A-orbits is finite. We identify A = A x 1 and 
f = 1 x f. The case A = 1 corresponds to f-sets. 
The sum S + T of two (A, f)-sets S and T is their disjoint union. Their 
products SOA T is the Cartesian product S x T modulo the equivalence 
relation (sa, t) N (s, ta). f acts diagonally and A via either factor. Up to 
natural isomorphism, sum and product are associative and commutative, 
and product distributes over sum. Product is a categorical product in 
general only when A = 1, i.e., for f-sets. 
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Let M: r, + r, be a homomorphism. Restriction along CI gives a functor 
Res from (A, r,)-sets to (A, r,)-sets. For A U r restriction along the 
canonical map r+ r/A is called inflation, denoted Inf. When c1 is injective, 
or all cc if A = 1, we define an induction functor Ind from (A, r,) to 
(A, r,)-sets. Given an (A, r, )-set S, Indz S = S or,, r, is S x r2 modulo 
the equivalence relation (sy,, y2) - (s, cr(y,) y2), TZ acting via r, and A via 
S. Whenever induction is defined it is left adjoint to restriction, and, for 
(A, ri)-sets Si, we have the Frobenius isomorphism S,@, Indz S, = 
Indg (Res.2 S2 Oa S,). 
M is the Grothendieck group under + of isomorphism classes of 
(A, r$ets. Under product, M,, becomes a commutative ring. Its identity 
is the class of A with r acting trivially. Restriction functor induce ring 
homomorphisms Res and induction functors additive maps Ind. These 
facts, plus the Frobenius isomorphism, show that (M,,, Res, Ind) is a 
Frobenius functor [SW]. 
Call an (A, r)-set S simple if it consists of a single (A, r)-orbit; i.e., S/A 
consists of a single r-orbit. Each (A, r)-set is uniquely a sum of simple 
(A, r)-sets corresponding to the decomposition of S/A into r-orbits. M,, 
is thus free abelian on the classes of simple (A, r)-sets. 
Let X,(T) = Hom(r, A). To each q E X,(T) corresponds an (A, r)-set 
A,,,, with underlying A-set A and r acting via cp. A, consists of a single 
A-orbit. Conversely, if S consists of a single A orbit sA, it is isomorphic to 
a unique A,. cp is given by sy = scp(y). Take a simple (A, r)-set S. Pick 
s E S. If sA/A E S/A has stabilizer A, sA is an (A, A)-set with one A-orbit. 
Assume sA E A,, cp EX,(A). Then S is isomorphic to the (A, r)-set 
Ind: A, as (A, r)-set. Let (A, rp), A <r, and q E X,(A) represent the class 
of Ind: A, in M,,. (A, cp) = (A’, cp’) if and only if Ay = A’ and ‘py = cp’ for 
some y. Thus the equivalence classes under r-conjugation form a free 
Z-basis of M r,a. Given an (A, r)-set S we find it class [S] in M T,A in 
terms of the (A, cp) as follows: Pick representatives siA of the r-orbits S/A. 
If siA/A has stabilizer Ai, and Ai acts on siA via cpi~X,(Ai), then 
[S] = Ci(Ai, cp,). We can describe multiplication, restriction, and induc- 
tion in terms of these generators as follows (full details are given in [N2]): 
M 1 Multiplication. 
(Al, vl)(A2, cpJ=c (ATnAg, c~“l~;~~~.@l~;~~~), 
sum over orbit representatives (~1, B) of r acting diagonally on 
A,\TxA,\T. 
M z Restriction. ci:r,+r,,A<I;, 
Res,(A, cp)=c (I’, @ocr); 
B 
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sum over (p} a set of f, orbit representatives of A\ Tz, with r, acting via 
a on r2. 
M 3 Induction. I-C+ H, A < I-, 
Ind?(A, cp) = (A, cp). 
Ind,( A@) = CY( A). 
A special case of restriction is 
M, Injlation. II/ normal in r, a: r-+ r the canonical map, and 
Il/<A<f, 
In each case above the choice of orbit representatives corresponds to 
choosing representatives of the r-orbits of the left-hand side modulo A. 
The representatives have the stabilizers and act on the corresponding A 
orbit via the characters given on the right-hand side. 
Assume A is embedded in the group of units of a commutative ring B. 
We then view B as Z[A]-module. To each (A, r)-set we can associate the 
B[T]-module B[s] = BOrCa, Z[S] (A x r-action on h[S] via S). B[S] 
is the universal object for (A, r)-maps S+ V, where V is a B[T]-module. 
B[S] is free over B of rank IS/A I. Thus we have a functor from (A, r)-sets 
to the category of B-free B[T]-modules. This functor is dual to Dress’s. 
(R,(B), Res, Ind) is a Frobenius functor and S + BS induces a natural 
transformation p of Frobenius functors, i.e., the homomorphisms 
~r,a: Mi-,, + Rrw of commuting with restriction and induction. Taking 
A=@“, the descriptions M i , Mz, M3 show that R,f =Mr,,x is the 
Frobenius functor and r = p is the natural transformation to R, described 
by Deligne in [De]. 
2. The Ring of Abelian Subquotients 
We outline the construction of a Frobenius functor (S,, Res, Ind) based 
on conjugacy classes of pairs (A, C) of subgroups C $ A d ZY Full details 
are given in [N2]. The equivalence ciasses of these pairs under r-conjunc- 
tion form a basis of S,. Multiplication, restriction, and induction are given 
in terms of these generators as follows: 
S , Multiplication. 
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sum over orbit representatives (c(, fi) of r acting diagonally on 
2,\r x c,\r. 
S, Restriction. ~~r,-*r,,z~d~r,, 
Res,(A, Z) = c (ap’(AB), ccp’(Cs)) 
sum over representatives /?of r1 acting via a on A\&. 
S, Induction. rq H, Z d A d r, 
IndF(A, C) = (A, C) 
more generally, given a: r, + TZ and Z d A d rl: 
IMA, z:) = (4A L 4V). 
A special case of S, is 
S, Inflation. For $ a normal subgroup of r and $ d C < A d r, 
We let A, be the subring of S, generated by those (A, .Z’) with the 
property that C < A and A/C is abelian. Note this property is invariant 
under r conjugation and is preserved under direct and inverse images of 
homorphisms and, if (Ai, C, ) (i = 1,2) have this property, so does 
(C, n C,, A, n AZ). Hence A, is a subring of S, and is mapped into the 
appropriate A under all restriction and induction maps. In particular, (A,, 
Res, Ind) is a sub-Frobenius functor of (S,, Res, Ind). Similarly, given any 
other property of subquotients which satisfies the above conditions we can 
form a corresponding sub-Frobenius functor of S,. Examples are normal 
subquotients, viz. C < A and some subproperties of this, such as p-normal 
subquotients or p-abelian subquotients corresponding to normal sub- 
quotients with A/C a p-group or p-abelian group. 
Given a category 9, let %?* be the category of arrows in 9?; i.e., its objects 
are morphisms h: S -+ T in 5~? and its arrows ~1: h -+ h’ are commutative 
squares %? -+ %?* is a 2-functor from the 2-category of categories to itself): 
Let VT= be the category of finite r-sets. Call h: S -+ T in %?F simple if S and 
T are simple. If s E S has stabilizer C and h(s) has stabilizer A then A <C 
and h is isomorphic to h(A, Z): Z\r-+ A\T(Cyw Ay). h(A, Z) is 
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isomorphic to h(d’, C) if and only if (dy, 27) = (d’, C) for some y E r. Call 
h: S -+ T semisimple if it is a sum of simple objects in %?F. S, is to be the 
Grothendieck group of S, under the sum. Let (d, C) represent he class of 
h(d, Z) in S,. (d, C) = (d’, C) if and only if (d’, C) = (P’, F’) and S, is 
free abelian on the distinct classes (d, C). 
Let ~1: ri + I-, be a homorphism. Ind: gr, --* %‘r2 takes simple r,-sets to 
simple r,-sets. Hence Ind*: C,, + gr2 restricts to a functor ind: $., --f q2 
and gives an additive map Ind of Grothendieck groups. However, although 
%‘F has products (lifted from gr), this is not a product in Y;. The product 
of semisimple objects may not be semisimple. Also a Res* does not 
necessarily take semisimple objects to semisimple objects or preserve 
products. Given a morphism h: S -+ T of f-sets we can associate to it a 
semisimple morphism Ph in Y;. Let S= + Si be the decomposition of S 
into f-orbits. Each A,=&,: Sj+h(Si) is simple. We set Ph= +hi. P 
defines a functor semisimplilication from %‘F to 9” which is right adjoint to 
the inclusion functor Y;q V&Y Thus P preserves products and hence Y; 
has products, viz. h x & = P(h x (B h’) for h’ and h in 9& P also clearly 
preserves ums. Thus, lifting the corresponding properties in %‘= to ‘$2: and 
semisimplifying, we find product and sum are associative and commutative 
and product distributes over sum (all up to natural isomorphism). Thus S, 
inherits the structure of a commutative ring. 
Given a morphism CI: r, + r2 of finite groups, Ind,*: %‘F, -+ %F2 restricts to 
a functor ind,: Y;, -+ Y,,. Given a further morphism of finite groups 
/3: TZ + r3 we clearly have inda, = ind8ind,. We now define for c(, as 
above, res,: Pr, + Y,, by res, = P,, Res,* which one verifies is right adjoint 
to ind,. Since res, is right adjoint it preserves product and, with /I 
as above, we find resBa=res,resS, since both are right adjoint to 
ind8, = indBind,. 
Given h = S -+ T, pick orbit representatives si in S. Let si have stabilizer 
Cj and h(Si) have stabilizer Ai. Then each Ai > Cj and the class of the semi- 
simplification of h in S, is given by [ Ph] = (A ;, Cj). The formulas S i , S2, 
and S, are now easily verified, cf. the verification of M i, M,, and M 3. 
Last a homomorphism $r: S,+ M, is induced by the functor 
(h: S --+ T) H S from %?,* to %?Z- which commutes with P. II/ is natural (resp. 
co-natural) with respect o induction (resp. restriction). 
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